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A New Publi.c-key Cryptosystem Based on kth.power Residues

This paper, by the number theorist (and sometime reviewer for Mathemat-
ical Reviews) CAO Zhen-Fu (Assistant Professor, Department of iYfathemat"7
ics, Harbin Institute of Technology, PRC), is part 01 the continuing Pl effort
to make more accessible foreign literature which may have cryptologic im li-
cations. Translation from the Chinese has been carried out by of
P12. The paper appeared in the Journal of the China Institute 0 ommuni-
cations, vol. 11, March 1990, p. 80-83. Another article by the same author
has previously appeared in this series. There can be no doubt that the author
is tied into the Chinese cryptologic' community (see bibliographic reference
no. 9).

Abstract: Using some results on kth-power residues, we propose in this
paper a new type of public-key cryptosystem based on the difficulty of fac-
toring large inte:gers. The Goldwasser-MicaIi probabilistic encryption system
is a special case of the new system. and the new system has the additional
property- that it is impossible to use the solvability of z/c

==a mod m to break
the svstem.

1. Introducti'Jn

Since Diffie and Hellman [l} proposed the use of trapdoor one-way func-
tions to construct public-key cryptosystems, many authors have studied
them, with the principal work concentrated. on the factorization of large
integers and on the knapsack problem. The major systems based on factor-
ization of large integers are the Rivest-Shamir-Adleman system [2} and the
Goldwasser-Micali system [3]; the chief systems to use the knapsack problem
are the Merkle-Hellman system [4] and others which are transforms of it [6].
Because most of the systems based on the knapsack system have been bro-
ken {6], systems based on the difficulty of factoring large integers have been
receiving more and more attention.

In 1982, Goldwasser and MicaH [3] proposed their well-known probabilis-
tic encryption system based on the factorization of large integers. They
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considered two properties which a trapdoor one-way function should have in
the construction of a public-key cryptosystem:

(1) if f(x) is an appropriate trapdoor one-way function then, unless n of
of some very special form, f{n) is easily computed from n.

(2) if f(x) is an appropriate trapdoor one-way function then given f(n)
it is not possible to compute easily any information about n.

As we recently [7) showed, the Goldwasser-Mica.li system is in fact based
upon a special type of trapdoor one-way function. However, the work of
Goldwasser and Micali has shown us that a study of public-key cryptosystems
should be launched with the following two characteristics:

( 1) to encipher the information n (called the complete encryption of n),
each individual part (that is, each individual digit) should be enciphered;

(2) the encryption function should have the properties of a trapdoor one-
wav function.

In this paper we use ph.power residues to propose a. new type of public-
key cryptosystem based on the factorization of large integers. We will prove
that the Hew system is at least as secure as the Goldwasser-Micali system. If
k > 2, without ally extra conditions on the large prime factor q of the large
integer m = pq W4~can prove that it is impossible to break the cryptology by
using the solution of the congruence xk ==a mod m. If k > 2, the new system
may be regarded as a generalization of the Goldwasser-Mica.li system, and
if we add a suitable condition on q we can also prove that it is impossible
to break the cryptology by determining a solution of the congruence X2 ==
a mod m (because it is impossible to solve efficiently the congruence xk ==
a mod m. k > 1, except by use of a probabilistic method), a property which
the Goldwasser-Micali system does not enjoy. As discussed also in {9], if the
factorization of lcLl'geintegers is difficult, this type of cryptosystem is secure.

2. The composition of the new system

Write Z for the set of integers, N for the set of positive integers. If mEN,
m > 1, then we use Zm, Z~ respectively to represent the sets of, respectively,
the smallest nonnegative residues and the smallest residues in absolute value
mod m, so Zm =: {O,1,..., m - l}, Z~ = {-[!f],..., -1, 0,1,..., [!f]}. For
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a fixed kEN, k :> 1, let P = kPI + 1 be a fixed large prime number, where
Pl E N. Then for a E Z the kth-power residue symbol mod P, (~)k, is definedI'by

a t:. p-l
(- )k=( apl

)1" PI = -,
P k

where (.)" denotes the smallest absolute value mod P, so tha.t (')p E Z;. As
a varies through Zp, (~)k assumes k different values in general (one of which
is the value 1), thus in Zp we can choose d (1 < d $ k) different numbers
ao,at, . . . , ad-I such that

(1)

Moreover, if 1 <: d < k, we can choose the ai such that (~)k ::/: 1, (i =p

O,l,...,d-l).

Now choose another large prime q. If k > 2, q may be chosen arbitrarily;
if k =2 then d must be 2, and we must choose q to satisfy

(ao) = (al),
m m

where m = pq and (;;) denotes the Jacobi symbol for' mod m.

Then the new system consists of the following parts.

Secret key: p, q.

Public key: m, k, (ao,al,..., ad-I), where k « p.
Plain text: n = bo + btd + . . . + bt-lcIt-t, bi E Zd.
Encryption: {E(Xi)}::A, where {Xi}::A, satisfying (Xi, m) = 1, (i =

0,1,. .., t - 1) i:s an arbitrary sequence of integers, and if bi = j, the en-
cryption function is defined by

E(x;) =< ajxf >m, i E Zt, j E Zd,

(2)

(3)

where < . >m denotes the smallest nonnegative residue of . mod m. Thus
< . >mE Zm'

Decryption: knowing the secret key, decryption is convenient. Write
(;-)k=Ci, (i=O,l,...,d-l). Since

E(Xi) aj
(-)k = (-)k = Cj,

P P
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we need only compute the value (E~;})lc and determine b; = j by finding

( E~i»)k among the (Co,. . . , Cd-I)'

From number theory [8} we know that for a fixed a E N and prime p ==
1 mod k, (~)k may be computed very easily. For example, for a ==b mod p we

know (:)k = (~)k' If b = b1b.z... bu, we know that (~}lc :: TIi=1 (;),. mod p.

Therefore in the new system both encryption and decryption are very simply
and easily accomplished.

In the new system we could take the case k = 3 for common use. Next
we illustrate the encryption and decryption method of the new system for
the case k ::: 3.

Let p ==1 mod 3 be a large prime. Since k = 3 we have 1 < d 5 3. Thus
to represent information we could use either 2 or 3 in the system. Choose in
Zp 2 or 3 different numbers aa, al or aa, a1, a2 such that (1) holds, and in the
former case we also require (;- h -:j;1, (i=O,I). Also choose a large prime q
and set m = pq. Then publish either m, (aa, ad or m, (aa, at, a2), taken to
be the enciphering keys, while the deciphering keys p and q are kept strictly
secret.

Enciphering method. If the enciphering keys are m, (aa, at), then d = 2,
and thus the plain text n used in the system is represented by

n = be + bt .2+ . . . + bt-l . 2f-l, bi E Z2.

Choose a sequence {xd~;;;Jof integers satisfying (Xi, m) = 1, (i = 0,1,..., t-
1), and substitute into the enciphering function (3) to get

E(Xi} =
{

< aaxt >m, ~f bi =O'

< a1xi >m, If bi =1.
(4)

If the enciphering keys are m, (ao,aI, a2), then d = 3. Thus the plain text
used in the system is represented by

n ::: bo+ b1 . 3 + . . . + bt-l . 3f-1, b, E Z3.

Therefore, with the sequence {xi}~;;;;6 of integers relatively prime to m, we
encipher as follows:

if bi =0
if bi = 1
if bi =2.

(5)

4
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Deciphering method. The intended receiver from {E(Xi)}:~~ computes
(E(x.)h. If the E(xd are as in (4), then we have

l'

If the E(xd are as in (5), then we have

{

0,

bi =
~'-,

if ( E(x.) h = Col'
if (E(:I:;}h = CI

P

'f ( E(x;) ) -I p 3 - C2.

3. A Security Analysis of the new System

The security of the new system is still based on the difficulty of factoring
large integers. Below we shall prove that from m, k, and (ao. al , ad-I),
and knowing the construction of the new system, with the addition of the
extra. condition, it will be impossible to determine the factor p of m.

1. Immediately from m we know that there is a prime factor kPI + 1 with

PI E N, but we would need to do '11"(~) trial divisions to obtain p, where
~(x) denotes the number of primes not exceeding x. But since '11"(x)

"" 10; ~
as x -+ 00 [8], f.or fixed k and very large p the very large number of trial
div~sions is difficult to accomplish.

2. Starting from (S;)k ::f.C; )k. (i =f.j), with (~)k E Z;. we are also unable
to obtain p. A prospective attacker may use a probabilistic method to test
different primes p of the form kpl + 1 to see which satisfy the aforementioned
conditions. But this is a very complica.ted test and a prime p which satisfies
the conditions is not sure' to be a factor of m. Using'such a test, only a small
percenta.ge of primes will satisfy the above conditions and again one could
try to find p by trial division, but this is not practical.

3. Since it is difficult to factor m directly. we might try instead to
solve xk == E(xd mod m. Such a method is very effective in breaking the
Goldwasser-Micali system, but for the new system it is of no avail. We see
this as follows:

5
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First, there ma.y be no efficient method to solve Xk
== E(Xi) mod m, but

then we would obviously be unable to recover the plain text.

Next, even if there were an efficient method to solve xlc
== E(xd mod m.

if k > 2, the attacker does not know how to find ~he value of (;- )Ic,so even
from xlc ==E(xd mod m it is impossible to determine bi, and thus impossible
to recover the plain text n. Thus if xlc == E(xd mod m can be solved it
must be that (;-)Ic = 1. Since if d < k, all ai satisfy (;-)Ic :/=1, we must
have d = k > 2. Knowing U;-)Ic= 1, We can determine only those bi in
(bo, bI, . . . , bt-I) which are equal to j. Note that, because (~)Ic = 1 for only
one value in ao, a}, ., ., ad-I. it follows that j E ZeI.is fixed. For example,
without loss of gEmerality we can assume that ao satisfies (~)Ie = 1. (;-)Ic =F1
for i = 1,..., d - 1, but this determines which of the bo, bt,... , bt-t have
value O. Since d > 2, those bi which are nonzero number at least d - 1 ~ 2,
so we are unable to evaluate bi ¥ O. Using d > 2 in the system is obviously
ad van tageous.

If k = 2, the new system becomes the following generalized form of the
Goldwasser-Micali system:

Let p be a fixed large prime, and choose ao, at E N such that (~) '# (!!1.),p p

where (!!:) denotes the Legendre symbol for the modulus p (the kth-powerp

residue symbol when k =2). Choose a large prime q such that (~) = (;-),
where m = pq. Publish m and the ordered pair (ao, at) as the enciphering
key, and use p, qras the deciphering key.

Enciphering: if the plain text n = bo+ bI . 2 + . . . + bt-l . 2'-1, bjE Z2,
(i = 0,1,..., t -- I), then choose an enciphering sequence {Xi}~;~, Xi E Z,
such that (xj,m) = 1, (i = 0,1,..., t -1), and encipher to get

E( .) _
{

< aox? >7TH if hi =0
XI - 2 .

f b. - 1< atXi >m, 1 I - .
Deciphering: knowir~ the factor p of m, one can compute the values

(E~.», and We have (E:i ) = (;-) <==? bi = j for j = 0, 1.

If in this system we take ao = 1 we ha.ve the Goldwasser-Micali system.
If ao > 1, the conditions (~) :/: (~) and (:) = (;;) can without loss of
generality be written as the two conditions:

(1) (~) = 1, (~) = -1 and (;-) = -1, (7) = 1;

6
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(2) (~) ==1,(~) = 1 and (;-) = -1'(7) ==-l.

Here condition (2) generalizes the Goldwasser-Micali system, and it is not
possi'ble to carry out an attack by using the solvability of x2 = E(xd mod m:
since by condition (1) we cannot in general solve X2 ==E(Xi) mod m, so it is
impossible to break the cryptology using the solvability of X2 ==E(xd mod m.
Note that it is required that (;:) = (~) be impossible, for if not we could

compute directly (E~i») = (~) and break the system that way.

For k > 2, since the the kth-power residue symbol (~)Ic for a composite
modulus m == 1 mod k is defined by

to compute (:ah one must first"factor m, thus the other prime factor q of
m is unrestricted. In addition, in the new system, if we choose q to satisfy
the condition q ~ 1 mod k. then the ph_power residue symbol modulo a
composite number is a generalization of the quadratic residue symbol.

4. Concluding Remarks

A.ccording to the previous discussion, we have proposed, based on kch_

power residues, ~Lcomparatively good public-key cryptosystem based on the
difficulty of factoring large integers. It has the following characteristics:

1. As is the Goldwasser-Micali system, it is a probabilistic encryption
system (which we can take as a special type of trapdoor one-way function [7]),
so the new system retains the advantages of the Goldwasser-Micali system.

2. In contrast to the Goldwasser-Micali system, it is impossible to break
the cryptologic by solving Xk

== E(Xi) mod m.

3. Using thE~system parameter d, (1 < d :5 k), to represent the plain
text, we know t.he security and adaptability are strengthened. Moreover,
there exists ad> 2 representing the plain text in the system for which (2)
is achieved.

4. If k == 2, we still have obtained a probabilistic encryption system
different from the Goldwasser-Micali system. Such a system has the ability
to deflect an attack based on the solvability of x2 ==E(Xi) mod m.

7
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At the same time, we also note that, using Eisenstein's Law of Reciprocity
[8], we can propose some public-key cryptosystems based on the kth-power
residue over certain rings of algebraic integers. For example, in (9J we pro-
posed a type of public-key cryptosystem using a cubic reciprocity law over
the Eisenstein rin!~ Z(w], whose security is based on the difficulty of factoring
"'integers" over the ring of algebraic integers. Since the problem of factoriza-
tion of "integers" over the ring of algebraic integers includes the problem of
factoring rational integers, it generalizes the systems which are based on the
factorization of large integers and thus has increased. security.

Because the fcLctorization into rational primes over the ring of algebraic
integers is also very complicated in general, there can be said to be no effective
method (by comparison with the already known difficulty of factoring rational
integers) to break the more general system based on the factorization of large
integers over the ring of algebraic integers.
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